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NEW RELEASE UPDATE

8+

The Clue hunt is over, but Amy and Dan’s 
adventures have just begun. Cahills across the 
globe have been kidnapped by a new enemy, 
the Vespers, and it’s up to Amy and Dan to 

perform a dangerous ransom—a race that will 
take them from the hidden tunnels of the 
Roman Coliseum to the ancient city of 

Timbuktu. If Amy and Dan can’t stop the 
Vespers…the whole world will pay. With more 

than 9 million copies in print and 1.3 million 
online users, The 39 Clues is a global 

phenomenon. The adventure continues in The 
39 Clues: Cahills vs. Vespers, with six books, 
two card packs, and a powerhouse lineup of 

authors. The enemy is coming. Are you ready 
to save the world? 

The 39 Clues Part 2: Book 2

The challenges heat up when the Vespers task Amy 
and Dan with finding a legendary map that’s been 
missing for almost a century. The hunt takes the 
siblings across Europe to the Czech Republic where 
they find themselves in the most extreme location 
yet—a spine-chilling site that reveals just how 
dangerous the Vespers are…and how easily they 
can destroy anyone who gets in their way.

9780545298407 POB $12.99

Visit
www.scholastic.com/39clues
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HOW DO DINOSAURS PLAY 
ALL DAY?

Filled with the beloved prehistoric 
dinos and scenes that made How Do 
Dinosaurs a bestselling series, Jane 
Yolen and Mark Teague present a 
new sticker book format to answer the 
age old question, once and for all, 
How Do Dinosaurs Play All Day? 

9780545236539 PB $6.99 

Clifford Loves His Friends: 
Sticker Storybook 

With over sixty stickers, this Sticker 
Storybook shows just how much 
Clifford loves his friends, human and 
canine alike. Kids can position the 
characters to tell this friendship story. 
Clifford knows that kindness sticks—
and everyone is stuck on Clifford!

9780545354745 PB $6.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

3+

3+
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Who Will Be My Valentine This 
Year?                                 
Tomorrow is February 14th and Hippo is 
looking for a valentine, but all of the animals 
she asks—Leopard, Dolphin, Butterfly, 
Elephant, and more—give reasons as to 
why they aren’t good matches for her. Will 
Hippo have to celebrate Valentine’s Day 
alone? Jerry Pallotta and David Biedrzycki
team up again in this humorous story that’s 
as giggle-inducing as their previous holiday 
offerings!                                   

9780545235181 PB $6.99

The Kiss Box

In this soothing love story between mother 
and child, Mama Bear offers various 
vessels to contain their love while they are 
apart—but none seem right. It’s not until 
Little Bear suggests that they make each 
other a Kiss Box—filled with a hundred 
kisses—that they are able to stay 
connected—no matter where they are. 
Whether it be an errand to the grocery 
store, a business trip, or the first day of 
school, this is a tender reminder that we 
are always together where it matters most: 
in our hearts. 

9780545112840 HC $16.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

3+

4+
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’Cause I Love You                        
"You're my little bundle bear/Snap up, wrap up, 
woolly wear/We go here, there, everywhere/'Cause 
I love you!"

Mama and her cub share a tizzy-busy afternoon, 
and seal the day with a kiss. With Jan Carr's 
rhythmic text and Daniel Howarth's sweet-as-sun 
illustrations, this is a truly joyful ode to a parent's 
love for their child.

9780439872782 Padded BB $8.99

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

Cuddly Animals: A Tabbed 
Touchand- Feel Book 

From the soft, shaggy hair of little bear to the 
nuzzly pads on kitten’s paws, Cuddly Animals is a 
sweet and loving tactile introduction to some of the 
most adorable animals in the world. Young readers 
can enjoy each animal family, as otters, puppies, 
bunnies, and more are illustrated with an array of 
touch-and feels throughout the interiors and on 
each of the tabs. This incredibly sweet tabbed 
board book is perfect for cuddly moments with 
your little one. 9780545346542 BB $8.99 

4+

4+
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Special Edition: Thea Stilton and the Ice 
Treasure 

In this fabumouse adventure, the Thea Sisters head to 
Alaska, where they’re attending a conference held by an 
important ecological association. Their host and his 
family are native Alaskans, who show the mouselings
their favorite games and activities. But soon there’s 
trouble—the Thea Sisters discover that someone is 
upsetting the ecosystem by blowing up the ice with 
explosives! Can the Thea Sisters figure out what’s going 
on and save the day?

9780545331340 PB $7.99

Wolves of the Beyond #4 

Faolan has always been an outsider. Exiled as a pup, 
then shunned by his fellow wolves for his unusual 
connection to the bears, Faolan has struggled to earn 
a place in the pack. But a terrible danger is looming on 
the horizon, and Faolan is the only one who knows 
how to fight it. Will he be able to claim his rightful place 
as leader? Unless Faolan can inspire the pack to stand 
together, it could be the end of the wolves of the 
beyond.

9780545093163 HC $16.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

7+

8+
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Murder at Midnight

A plot to overthrow King Claudio is brewing in the 
Kingdom of Pergamontio. Scholarly Mangus the 
magician—along with his street-smart and faithful 
new servant boy, Fabrizio—have been marked as 
easy scapegoats for the traitor lurking within the 
king’s court. Together, these two unlikely partners 
must gather clues to solve the mystery and prove 
their innocence before the stroke of midnight…or 
face death! Intricate plotting, surprise twists, and 
lively prose make for another suspenseful page-
turner that stands alone or sets the stage for 
Midnight Magic!

9780545295000 PB $6.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

8+

9780439242196 PB $.99 9780545214919 PB $5.99 9780590110037 PB $6.99
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Scholastic Year in Sports 
2012  

This must-have sports almanac 
will tell kids everything they want 
to know about the previous year 
in sports. Relive the year’s most 

thrilling moments and 
championships and meet the top 
athletes and legends, along with 
predictions for the coming year. 

Includes fabulous full-color 
photographs throughout from 
major sports like basketball, 

baseball, football, and hockey, 
to golf, tennis, cycling, auto 

racing, action sports, and more! 

9780545331500 PB $9.99

9+

Nonfiction
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